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	In a new edition of this popular guidebook, filmmakers Alan Rosenthal and Ned Eckhardt show readers how to utilize the latest innovations in equipment, technologies, and production techniques for success in the digital, web-based world of documentary film.

	 

	All twenty-four chapters of the volume have been revised to reflect the latest advances in documentary filmmaking. Rosenthal and Eckhardt discuss the myriad ways in which technological changes have impacted the creation process of documentary films, including how these evolving technologies both complicate and enrich filmmaking today. The book provides crucial insights for the filmmaker from the film’s conception to distribution of the finished film. Topics include creating dynamic proposals, writing narration, and navigating the murky world of contracts. Also included are many practical tips for first-time filmmakers. To provide context and to illustrate techniques, Rosenthal and Eckhardt reference more than one hundred documentaries in detail.

	 

	A new appendix, “Using the Web and Social Media to Prepare for Your Career,” guides filmmakers through the process of leveraging social media and crowdsourcing for success in filmmaking, fund-raising, and promotion. A day-to-day field manual packed with invaluable lessons, this volume is essential reading for both novice and experienced documentary filmmakers.
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Jump-start Your SOC Analyst Career: A Roadmap to Cybersecurity SuccessApress, 2021

	Early in 2020, the world began suffering from a viral pandemic

	known as COVID-19. The world shut down, and people were

	ordered to shelter in place in their homes. Many jobs were lost

	or furloughed until the quarantine was lifted, but many

	employers were able to transition to a “work from home”

	structure. Internet...
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Diamonds Are Forever, Computers Are Not: Economic and Strategic Management in Computing MarketsImperial College Press, 2004
This is a collection of 43 essays about the economics and management of information technology markets. The first part of the book focuses on events, notable birth dates and longstanding trends. The unifying theme revolves around the role of human economic behavior in the face of...
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The Manufacturing Sector in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico: Transformations and Challenges in the Industrial Core of Latin America (Palgrave Studies in Latin American Heterodox Economics)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Using a heterodox perspective, this book discusses the real possibilities of Argentina, Brazil and Mexico ever achieving economic development through industrialization. Through their discussion of the three most industrialized countries of Latin America, the contributors compare trajectories and critically analyze the...
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Design, Technology and the Development Process in the Built Environment (Built Environment Series of Textbooks)Taylor & Francis, 1995
This second book in the BEST series explores the fundamental generators and contextual issues - philosophical, physical and political - that influence built environments. It draws on international examples to show how societies and cultures in different parts of the world react to similar problems. It contrasts dramatically different types of...
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Microsoft Excel 2002 Visual Basic for Applications Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2001
Microsoft Excel is a powerful tool for  analyzing and presenting information. One of the strengths of Excel has always  been its macro language. Since Excel first appeared, it has always had the most  extensive and flexible macro language of any spreadsheet program. Visual Basic  for Applications (VBA) first appeared as part...
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Microsoft  Office Excel  2007 Visual Basic  for Applications Step by Step (BPG-step by Step)Microsoft Press, 2007
 Experience learning made easy, and quickly teach yourself Microsoft Office Excel 2007 Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)--one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps and practice files, and master the fundamentals for using VBA to create custom software solutions and automating tasks in Excel 2007--no developer...
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